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PRE-PRODUCTION / STRATEGY
• Your video needs a vision
• Begin with the end in mind
• What do you want your video to accomplish? What do you want to achieve or

communicate to your audience?
• Decide upon your target audience and the platform that will best reach them

(YouTube/Facebook/Instagram/TV, etc.)
• Depending on the platform you choose, if you're filming on a phone or tablet, choose

portrait or landscape mode (vertically or horizontally hold the device)
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INTRODUCTION TO VIDEOGRAPHY
From the beginning of time, people have learned about each other, their families, their 
culture and the world around them through stories. Everybody has a story to tell, and 
video could be the best way to tell it. 

Videography is the process of capturing and editing videos to elicit a desired effect on 
the viewer. Thanks to innovations in technology, everyone can become an amateur 
videographer without breaking the bank on costly equipment. All smartphones have 
the ability to shoot video, and there are plenty of free software systems available for 
editing.

The first step in videography is knowing how to operate your camera - you may have 
anything from an iPhone to a DSLR or mirrorless camera, a camcorder or even a professional 
broadcast camera - but if you don't know how to use it properly you won't get the results 
you're looking for.

Practice makes perfect! Experiment with using your camera to realize your own creative style 
and what looks good. 
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TYPES OF VIDEO
1. Demo Video – Showcases how your product/service works
2. Brand Video – Showcases your businesses vision and builds

awareness to attract and intrigue your target audience
3. Event Video – A highlight reel of an upcoming

event/conference/fundraiser/or other type of event
4. Expert Interviews – Captures knowledge from experts within your

business (yourself?) or thought leaders/influencers in your
industry to build trust and authority with your target audience

5. How-to Video/Instructional Video – Teaches your audience
something new or shows them how to use your product, or why
they need your product or service

6. Case study/Customer Testimonial Video – Get your satisfied
customers on camera describing their challenges and how your
business helped them solve it!

7. LIVE Video – Gives your audience a special, behind-the-scenes
look at your business. You could Live stream an interview,
presentation, or event and encourage viewers to comment with
questions
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Tip - Plan and script your video – without a plan you’ll probably spend a lot of 
time re-shooting !!

What do you want to achieve?
v Raise awareness of an issue/cause
v Online sales/promote an event
v Launch a new product or service
v Tell your story (or someone elses)
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CAMERA ANGLES AND MOVEMENT
There are many different ways you can frame your subject, from seeing their entire body to 
only their eyes. This is loosely broken down into three main shot types: Wide, Medium, and 
Close-up (there are many variations of these main types).
v Wide shots show the subject from a distance, emphasizing place and location
v Close-ups reveal details of the subject and highlight emotions of a character
v Medium shots fall somewhere in between

You can also place the camera at different angles to the subject for great effect. Some 
examples of this are -
v Eye level - the camera is approx at human eye level, resulting in a neutral effect on the

audience
v High angle - the subject is filmed from above eye level, which can make them seem

vulnerable, weak or frightened
v Low angle - subject is filmed from below eye level, which can make them seem more

powerful, heroic, or dangerous

Creating an engaging video is all about movement, but not always through the use of 
zooming, panning or dolly shots. You don't need to zoom or pan in every shot of your video - 
this can make your audience dizzy!

Movement can be implied through the use of the above different types of shots - filmmakers 
will transition from wide shots to medium, to close-up, and so on. You'll want to capture a 
variety of different types of shots to keep the audience interested.

Use a tripod to avoid shaky shots, or a gimbal so that the camera shake is lessened in 
a tracking shot

Tip - You can make an inexpensive dolly system with a skateboard, or a pot-plant holder on 
wheels!
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FRAMING UP - COMPOSITION 
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Composing your image is one of the most important components of videography. The way 
a scene is presented determines a viewers reaction and can trigger emotions and 
responses.

The rule of thirds is a guiding principle to use when composing subject matter within a frame 
and requires an image to be divided into nine equal sections by evenly spaced (and 
invisible) horizontal and vertical lines. The videographer aligns their subject matter 
with the areas where these lines intersect. 

The human eye is drawn to natural points of intersection, so putting your subject 
matter at those points will ensure you're engaging your audiences attention. 

When framing up your shot, be intentional about what you are including in the frame. Keep 
an eye out for things in the background or foreground that are distracting or irrelevant to the 
scene, then move them or change your camera position to eliminate them. Try to make it 
pleasing to watch your video.

Cluttered Simplified
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Light defines your subjects and sets the mood and emotion of a scene. Experiment with 
light and be aware of where your main light source is. 

For outdoor filming remember mid-day sun on a person creates unflattering shadows on 
their face, while an overcast or cloudy day produces a softer, more pleasant looking light. 

CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
Before taking any video, set up your camera properly. Check the resolution - how large 
your video will be. Two common resolutions are 1080p (High Definition) and 4K. Although 
tempting if your camera is capable of it, I don't recommend shooting in 4K as the storage space 
required to save it is huge, and if you're uploading to social media you'll only need to compress 
the footage back down to high definition anyway.

On an iPhone, use the back camera for better quality footage and shoot in landscape 
mode (horizontally instead of vertically). Also, turn on the overlay grid on you screen so you 
have a guide for keeping your phone level.

AUDIO
Probably one of the most overlooked aspects of video production is audio. It's easy to focus 
on the filming and lighting, but without good audio all of that will be in vain.

When shooting on an iPhone/iPad the audio you'll capture 'in-camera' is not the best quality. 
You can purchase an external microphone for better audio.

To improve the audio in your video clips be aware of these things -

• Cut down on background noise - choose a room that won't have echoes, close the windows,
let nearby people know you're filming

• Put the mic, camera, or phone near your subject - the closer your recording device is to your
subject, the easier it'll be to hear them

• Do a soundcheck - Wearing headphones plugged into your camera, do a recording (whilst
your interview subject is talking - if you're recording an interview) and then listen back to
that recording to check the sound is good

• Invest in a microphone - If you plan to do several videos, invest in a mic. A lavalier mic that
clips onto your speakers clothes, or a shotgun mic that plugs into your camera are both good
options.

LIGHTING
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FILMING  B-ROLL (filler shots)
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 As well as A-roll footage - which is usually focused on the characters and main concept of your 
video, you'll also want to capture B-roll footage, which is used to intercut into your video and 
help set the scene for your audience. 

Keep your B-Roll shots as short as possible to avoid lots and lots of extra time editing, and the 
need for extra storage space. I like to keep my shots around 6 seconds for a static shot, and 
8-10 seconds for a pan or tracking shot.

Imagine you're interviewing a man about a basketball game, and he explains how he dunked 
the ball and won the game for his team. This would be the perfect time to insert some B-Roll - a 
close-up shot of a basketball going into the hoop!

Establishing shots are usually the first shot of a scene, used to help establish the location and 
environment. It can also be used to establish mood. These are usually extreme wide shots, or 
wide shots.

Cutaways are shots of something other than the main subject but could be something visible 
in the main scene. Cutaways help you go between other shots of the main subject and are 
very useful in editing, they help prevent jump cuts.

Tip - You can always purchase stock B-roll footage if you can't get it yourself (ie 
drone aerials, exotic locations, underwater, etc)
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STORYBOARDING & SCRIPTING

Then make a shot-list of the shots you want to capture after fleshing-out your script. 
Include some moving shots, some static, some close-ups, some wide shots. 

Before you start shooting, consider putting a storyboard and shooting script together. This 
will help you work out exactly what shots you need and save a lot of time in the edit.

A storyboard shows how every shot in a video will be visually represented. You don't have 
to be good at drawing to do this, just rough sketches or stick figures will do.

You can also write out your audiences journey (separating vision and sound) in a basic script
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TOP TIPS & RESOURCES
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• Learn how to adjust the settings and modes on your camera

• Turn off Notifications while you are recording with an iPhone

• Make sure your lens is clean!

• Adjust the horizon in the background of your shot so it's straight

• Listen to the acoustics in your recording area - make sure theres no
dripping taps or flapping blinds in the background

• If you're filming a person wearing glasses, be careful not to get a
reflection of yourself & camera in their lenses

• Get a combination of different shots as cut-aways for a more dynamic
video

• Double-check your aspect ratio, camera settings and recording format
before shooting

• Wear headphones to monitor the sound you're capturing

• Make sure your subject is in focus

• Have FUN!!

https://support.apple.com/en-au/guide/iphone/iphf4a865f67/13.0/ios/13.0
https://support.apple.com/en-au/guide/ipad/ipad527d65e6/ipados
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/make-iphone-video
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